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A B S T R A C T
The Oscar Range in Western Australia’s Canning Basin features inliers of folded Paleoproterozoic quartzite, quartzitic
conglomerate, and phyllite that formed islands during the Late Devonian. Undisturbed strata of the Pillara Limestone
(Upper Devonian, Frasnian Stage) surround individual paleoislands that rise above the former seabed with a maximum
topographic relief of 90 m. On average, the Mowanbini Archipelago (aboriginal name for the Oscar Range) lies 15
km off the granitic and metamorphic mainland represented by the Kimberley Block to the north. Devonian facies
on outer rocky shores were studied at three localities near the southeast end of the Oscar Range. At the west end of
the study area, a Devonian reef margin sits unconformably on Paleoproterozoic phyllite, but to the east, the reef is
separated from rocky shores by a wide lagoon. Massive clast-supported conglomerate and sandstone beds interfinger
with backreef carbonates where the reef is closest to land. Across the lagoon 2.5 km eastward, differential erosion
between steeply dipping quartzite layers interbedded with softer phyllite resulted in low sea stacks, or skerries.
Tabular quartzite cobbles and quartz sand were shed by the skerries as a unidirectional apron of “breccia” under
shoal water conditions. Nearby offshore stromatoporoid thickets reflect growth orientation aligned with paleocurrents
compatible with the breccia apron. On a smaller island 2.5 km farther east, lateral transport of debris from a quartzite
shore to a contiguous phyllite sector of the coast conforms to the same pattern of water circulation. Overall, the
physical geography of outer rocky shores in relation to the lagoon and barrier reef suggests that waves crashed over
the reef to energize a longshore current that moved west to east at one end of the Oscar Range. A rapid rise in sea
level probably promoted the burial and preservation of the Mowanbini Archipelago, characteristics shared with other
examples of quartzite paleoislands that date from Cambrian to Cretaceous times.
Introduction
With interplay among all classes of rocks through
ongoing uplift, erosion, subsidence, and reforma-
tion, the classic rock cycle of Hutton (1795) oper-
ates against long-term preservation of large-scale
geographic relationships in the rock record. Rocky
shorelines are very precise geographic boundaries
that are resistant but not immune to erosion and
recycling (Sunamura 1992). Examples of marine
strata in unconformable contact with older sedi-
mentary, igneous, or metamorphic rocks are com-
mon as relics of former shorelines but tend to be
limited in exposure. The retention of rocky shores
that circumscribe entire archipelagos in the rock
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record is exceptional. This is especially so in con-
sideration of the geological age of such features.
Paleoislands are documented from the Pliocene of
Baja California (Simian and Johnson 1997), the Cre-
taceous of South Dakota (Shurr 1981), the Creta-
ceous of Baja California (Johnson et al. 1996), the
Silurian of Inner Mongolia (Johnson et al. 2001,
2004), the Upper Ordovician–Lower Silurian of
Manitoba (Johnson and Baarli 1987; Skinner and
Johnson 1987; Nelson and Johnson 2002), and the
Cambrian of Wisconsin (Dalziel and Dott 1970;
Dott 1974). Igneous rocks (e.g., andesite, diorite) or
metamorphic rocks (e.g., quartzite) typically con-
stitute the resistant island cores in these Northern
Hemisphere examples. Where accessible, paleois-
lands have the potential to show patterns in the
spatial relationship of fossil communities under the
influence of winds, waves, and currents in inter-
tidal to shallow subtidal settings (Johnson 2002).
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The Oscar Range is an elongated belt approxi-
mately located in the Kimberley80 km# 6 km
District of Western Australia. It has long been in-
terpreted as an island complex of Paleoproterozoic
rocks surrounded by Upper Devonian reef and la-
goon facies (Playford and Lowry 1966; Playford
1980). Due to a monsoonal climate, karst features
are widespread in the district. The exact contact
between basement and unconformable onlapping
Devonian carbonate facies is rarely well preserved
owing to “differences in weathering characteristics
between the limestones and the igneous-metamor-
phic complex, and the tendency for near-surface
solution of limestone along the contact” (Playford,
pers. comm. 1988). Indeed, there is widespread evi-
dence that the Devonian reef complex was sub-
jected to other episodes of karstification dating
from the latest Devonian or Early Carboniferous
and Early Permian times (Playford 2002).
Despite limited prospects for success, tantalizing
descriptions of bioencrustations on conglomerate
in the Devonian reef complex (Holmes and Chris-
tie-Blick 1993, p. 192; Copp 2000, p. 24) encouraged
us to investigate the region’s paleoshores. This ar-
ticle reports observations made on Devonian rocky
shores in the Oscar Range based on reconnaissance
of unconformities carried out in July 2004. A model
for coastal hydrodynamics on exposed rocky shores
is proposed, based on the spatial configuration of
fringing and barrier reefs on the southeast flank of
the Oscar Range. Aside from the significance of the
Mowanbini Archipelago as an example of a paleo-
island group linked with a major reef complex, the
exposures are noteworthy because Devonian rocky
shores are poorly documented in the literature
(Johnson 2006). Other quartzite paleoislands of var-
iable age, size, and topographic relief are reviewed
in order to find common factors that might explain
the long-term preservation of such features in the
rock record.
Location and Geologic Setting
The north margin of the Canning Basin in Western
Australia is traversed by the Lennard River on its
course toward Derby and by the Fitzroy River,
which passes Fitzroy Crossing (fig. 1A). Natural
gorges at Windjana and Geikie cut through Upper
Devonian strata that expose textbook examples of
integrated backreef, reef, and forereef facies. These
facies belong to the Devonian Great Barrier Reef,
which extends 350 km along the Lennard shelf ad-
jacent to granitic and metamorphic basement rocks
of the Kimberley Block (Playford 1980).
Situated midway between the Lennard and Fitz-
roy rivers, the Oscar Range is a fold belt of Paleo-
proterozoic rocks composed of interbedded quartz-
ite, quartzite-rich conglomerate, and phyllite, with
an outcrop area spread over 175 km2 (Hocking and
Playford 1998). Encircled by undisturbed facies of
the Devonian reef complex, the Oscar Range is par-
allel to but separated from the Kimberley Block by
a passage roughly 15 km wide (fig. 1A). The resis-
tant quartzite of the Oscar Range led to develop-
ment of positive topography characteristic of a
classic monadnock. Playford and Lowry (1966) rec-
ognized the island configuration signified by this
landscape, with its older metamorphic rocks rising
as much as 90 m above the surrounding flats floored
by younger marine strata. The 1 : 100,000-scale
maps by Hocking and Playford (1998) bring the Late
Devonian seascape with its associated mainland
and islands into gross geographic resolution. Valley
erosion dissects the Oscar Range in several places,
but Quaternary cover makes it unclear whether or
not Devonian seas breached those valleys as narrow
inlets. A valley that fully crosses the Oscar Range
from the northeast to southwest segregates a
-km block at the southeast end of the fold12# 3.5
belt. No less than 27 inliers of Paleoproterozoic
rocks are separated from the main range by De-
vonian strata. Although some inliers are bordered
by faults that also cross through surrounding De-
vonian strata, all are distinct paleoislands. Many of
the smaller paleoislands are concentrated on the
northern flank of the Oscar Range facing the Kim-
berley Block.
Tunnel Creek Road departs from the Great
Northern Highway 40 km northwest of Fitzroy
Crossing and skirts the southeast end of the Oscar
Range, where several outlying paleoislands are
found 1–2 km from the road (fig. 1B). The road fol-
lows close to the outer paleoshore of the main is-
land along the unconformable junction between
Devonian (Frasnian) Pillara Limestone and Paleo-
proterozoic metamorphic rocks. Devonian reef and
forereef facies fringe the southern side of the main
island to the west but strike at an oblique angle to
the outer paleoshore to form a lagoon that opens
progressively to the east (fig. 1B). All strata be-
longing to the Pillara Limestone within the study
area are found within a narrow range of low ele-
vations (fig. 1B), which implies age equivalency.
Outer reef and forereef development during Fa-
mennnian time, however, covers over younger Fras-
nian units. In consideration of the aboriginal place
name for the Oscar Range (as used by Hocking and
Playford [1998]), the designation Mowanbini Ar-
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Figure 1. Geographical and geological setting of the Devonian Mowanbini Archipelago, Western Australia. A,
Location of Oscar Range (inset, showing Canning Basin). B, Topographic map for southeast Oscar Range modified
from the government map for Leopold Downs (stars mark four study localities; long dashes trace paleoshore and
paleoislands; short dashes follow inner reef edge; gray shading marks karsted reef and forereef rocks; contour interval
is 20 m).
chipelago is adopted here for the entire cluster of
Devonian islands.
Material and Methods
Basal Devonian units exposed at or near the De-
vonian/Paleoproterozoic unconformity were stud-
ied at three localities separated at intervals roughly
2.5 km apart on the east end of the Oscar Range
(fig. 1B). Geographic coordinates for these localities
are based on the Australian Geodetic Datum of
1966 with reference to the topographic map for Le-
opold Downs (Series R712, Sheet 3962-2). Starting
from the west, locality 1 represents a point where
the Devonian fringing reef departs the paleocoast
and becomes a barrier reef. A transect was made
from the reef and backreef onto the paleoshore,
where the details of a mixed carbonate-siliciclastic
shoreface deposit were recorded.
At locality 2, offshore life zones were mapped in
relation to a rocky-shore embayment using a 10-m
grid system oriented by north-south and east-west
baselines. The grid was flagged, and features of in-
terest were located and measured using a meter tape.
Fossil densities were recorded on bedding planes
based on repetitive trials within meter-square, quar-
Figure 2. Schematic cross section through reef margin, backreef, and paleoshore with lithofacies at locality 1. A,
Schematic diagram showing a transect through lithofacies from basement of the paleoisland to the forereef slope
(note that outer reef margin and all exposed forereef slope are younger Famennian strata). Circled letters refer to the
letters of lithofacies photographs. B, Well-bedded forereef slope facies dipping into the Canning Basin to the southwest.
C, Massive reef margin facies (M) and transition into bedded backreef facies in foreground (BR). D, Proximal backreef
facies showing abundant Stachyodes debris and large rounded oncoids formed mostly on stromatoporoid debris. Scale
bar shows centimeter graduations. E, Fenestral intraclastic and mud-lump grainstones in backreef facies ∼10 m behind
margin facies. Scale bar shows centimeter graduations. F, Ferruginous conglomerate from foreshore behind reef. Note
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the well-bedded clean backreef carbonates in the distance. Scale cm. G, Close-up of the conglomerate in F,barp 50
showing elongate grains with primary stratal dip away from the paleoisland toward the backreef and lagoon. Scale
cm.barp 15
ter-meter-square, and decimeter-square grids, de-
pending on fossil size. Placement of quadrats was
random to the extent possible on surfaces limited
by outcrop exposure. Fossil orientations were re-
corded where evident. Fossil identification is made
difficult by dolomitization and differential dissolu-
tion, but generic and/or species assignments for stro-
matoporoids and mollusks were attempted. Strati-
graphic sections were measured, and rock samples
were collected for preparation of polished slabs and
thin sections. Presence or absence of dolomite was
tested for by x-ray diffraction and staining of thin
sections with Alizarin Red-S.
At locality 3, a compass-and-tape transect was
conducted around the northwest end of a small pa-
leoisland. Rock types above and below the Devo-
nian/Paleoproterozoic unconformity were identi-
fied and integrated with strike-and-dip data on
opposite sides of the paleoisland. Data on biofacies
were collected mostly from nearshore Devonian
strata, although a pair of onshore-offshore transects
was facilitated by suitable bedding-plane exposures
on the north side of the paleoisland.
At locality 4, an area of flat-lying strata between
paleoislands, we identified facies from repetitive
statigraphic sequences that are typical of lagoonal
settings. Samples were taken for petrographic ex-
amination, and fossils were photographed in situ.
Physical Aspects of Coastal Facies
Lithofacies at Locality 1. The reef complex trends
west-northwest, and massive reef facies rest di-
rectly on steeply foliated phyllite immediately west
of locality 1. The following description is a com-
posite summary of facies based on exposures in a
quarry west of Tunnel Creek Road and a stream-
cut transect through the reef adjacent to locality 1
(geographic coordinates lat 175505S and long
1251835E; see fig. 1B for general location and fig.
2A for schematic cross section). Forereef slope de-
posits dip away to the southwest and consist of
well-bedded coarse to very coarse intraclastic grain-
stones with some debris blocks up to 80 cm in di-
ameter (fig. 2B). The reef-margin facies is massive
and consists of a Renalcis-stromatoporoid bound-
stone with abundant cavities and coarse internal
sediment fillings (fig. 2C). Immediately south of
locality 1, the reef margin is only tens of meters
wide. The proximal backreef facies consists of mas-
sive oncoidal and bioclastic floatstone (fig. 2D) in
a matrix of partly dolomitized medium to coarse
intraclastic and mud-lump (rounded micrite) grain-
stones (fig. 3A). Individual oncoids reach diameters
16.5 cm with a mean of about 4 cm. Oncoid nuclei
consist mostly of stromatoporoid debris, which was
extensively bored in some cases. Larger bioclasts
are dominated by broken and abraded Stachyodes
and massive stromatoporoid fragments.
The massive oncoidal facies passes into well-bed-
ded microbial laminites and very fine-grained in-
traclastic grainstones with fenestral fabrics within
10 m of the margin facies (fig. 2E). These bedded
backreef facies also contain microbially bound me-
dium-grained oolitic grainstones with fenestral fab-
rics and poorly sorted intraclastic grainstones. In-
dividual hardgrounds occur in finer-grained strata,
recognized by possible microbial encrustations.
Scattered oncoids and grapestone clasts also occur
in these beds. The closer the beds are to the paleo-
shore, the more ferruginous they become. In the
nearshore setting, fine quartz silt occurs in finer-
grained facies, whereas coarse quartz and phyllite
sand occur as scattered grains and as nuclei in ooids
and complex oncoids (fig. 3B).
The massive 2.3-m-thick clast-supported con-
glomerate bed interfingers with backreef carbon-
ates at locality 1 (fig. 2F, 2G). It contains rare coarse
reef debris, such as abraded stromatoporoid frag-
ments up to 4 cm in diameter, and ranges from very
coarse-grained metamorphic litharenite with a car-
bonate matrix to poorly sorted pebble conglomerate
and granule conglomerate consisting of angular
quartzite and phyllite clasts. Elongate to equidi-
mensional quartzite and hydrothermal quartz
clasts reach maximum diameters of 7 cm, but rare
flat phyllite clasts reach diameters of 10 cm and
have length-to-thickness ratios 110 : 1. Although
angular clasts are common, the majority of pebble-
sized clasts are subangular to subrounded. Rare,
well-rounded pebbles represent fine-grained black
rocks that may have been introduced by fluvial pro-
cesses from elsewhere on the paleoisland. Rough
bedding is apparent where larger quartzite pebbles
occur as stringers in granule conglomerate or very
coarse litharenite, and some areas show obvious
Figure 3. Thin-section photomicrographs of selected facies from backreef, paleoshore, and lagoon. All represent
plane polarized light and are depicted with the younging direction toward the top of the page. Scale mm.barsp 1
A, Intraclastic grainstone matrix from proximal backreef oncoidal floatstone at locality 1. Note the secondary angular
dolomite rhombs that replace the original carbonate texture. B, Sandy oncoidal oolitic grainstone with fenestral fabric
from nearshore distal backreef facies at locality 1. Note that coarse siliciclastic sand (s) occurs as isolated grains and
as nuclei in complex oncoids. C, Calcareous metamorphic litharenite to granule conglomerate that interfingers with
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more pure carbonate facies at the transition between shoreface and backreef facies outboard of the conglomerate at
locality 1. The cement is dolomitic. D, Finely laminated dolomicrite containing isolated quartz sand and silt (arrows)
from the nearshore embayment at locality 2. E, Finely recrystallized carbonate containing quartzite granules and
coarse sand from within meters of the paleoshore at station 16, locality 3. F, Finely recrystallized ferruginous dolomitic
floatstone containing Stachyodes debris (left) from lagoon south of locality 2. G, Intraclastic-oncoidal floatstone in
fine- to medium-grained poorly sorted mud-lump grainstone from the distal lagoon approximately 400 m southwest
of locality 3. Note gastropod nucleus of irregular oncoid in center. H, Fine-grained oolitic grainstone with horizontally
oriented fenestral fabric that caps shoaling-up sequence at locality 4. Note that many ooids are heavily micritized.
imbrication with elongate grains sloping away from
the paleoisland toward the reef and lagoon (fig. 2G).
The unit passes into very coarse-grained litharenite
as it approaches the backreef carbonates and im-
pinges on basement rocks toward the paleoisland,
although the contact is covered. The litharenites
do not show consistent grain orientation where
they interfinger with backreef carbonates, despite
high content of tabular clasts, including some
larger muscovite and biotite grains (fig. 3C).
Inner and Outer Bay Lithofacies at Locality 2. Fig-
ure 4 shows a map reconstruction along 0.4 km of
paleoshore at a former embayment that exemplifies
contrasting styles in coastal morphology. The site
is 2.5 km east of locality 1 (see fig. 1B for general
location). Geographic coordinates for this locality
are lat 175446S and long 1251927E. Topograph-
ically, the high ground is occupied by a ridgeline
held up by steeply dipping thick-to-massive beds of
quartzite (fig. 5). Interbedded layers of quartzite and
phyllite form the flanks of the ridge and share the
same inclination. Several low sea stacks, or sker-
ries, were developed by shoaling waves along the
south-facing flank of the ridge, where softer phyl-
lite was selectively removed from corridors up to
8 m wide between parallel bands of resistant
quartzite. The skerries stand out in vertical relief
20 to 60 m offshore from the more massive quartz-
ite at the center of the ridgeline (fig. 4). Juxtapo-
sition of gently dipping Devonian strata against the
limb of folded and plunging basement rocks trun-
cates the ridge and marks an abrupt turn in the
direction of the paleoshore. Because these strata
flatten out offshore, the low-angle dip proximal to
paleoshore is regarded as synsedimentary in origin.
Extending from the east side of the skerries, a
limited exposure of breccia dips 6 to the east. The
breccia is dominated by angular blocks of quartzite
that are tabular in form (fig. 6) with larger blocks
that range in size up to .15 cm# 10 cm# 2 cm
Overall, the clasts are more uniform in composi-
tion and show much less rounding than those in
the clast-supported conglomerate at locality 1.
Phyllite clasts, also roughly tabular in aspect, are
secondary in volume. Larger clasts are matrix sup-
ported by sand in the form of small platelets of
metamorphic quartz strongly oriented parallel to
bedding. The binding cement is heavily ferrugi-
nous, giving the deposit a distinctive red color. Tab-
ular development of eroded quartzite clasts follows
the natural fracture patterns found at the source in
the quartzite skerries in both gross and minute de-
tail. Weaknesses on thin bedding planes in the orig-
inal Paleoproterozoic sandstone appear to have
survived or were magnified by the process of meta-
morphism. No breccia occurs west of the skerries,
where dolostone pavement wraps close behind the
outermost sea stack and the paleoshore meets Pa-
leoproterozoic phyllite (fig. 4).
Changes in the direction of the paleoshore trace
an embayment, also reflected by subtle changes in
dip direction shown by dolostone strata exposed in
a broad band from 5 to 25 m offshore. Strata dip
away from the margins of the shallow coastal basin
with an average 12 inclination, but the range in
dips (6–24) indicates unevenness in the underly-
ing foreshore. The inner corner of the basin reaches
beyond the north-facing flank of the quartzite ridge,
where the slope is dominated by phyllite. Inland,
a small paleovalley occurs between parallel ridges
of quartzite. Higher elevations expressed by quartz-
ite ridgelines in this region of the archipelago stood
50 m above the adjacent Devonian seabed. Where
paleovalleys are floored by phyllite near the paleo-
shore, however, the coastal morphology takes on
low topographic relief. Mixed phyllite and quartzite
scree rise 9 m above the unconformity surface at
the terminus of the quartzite ridgeline mapped in
figure 4. In contrast, paleorelief of !2 m occurs on
a phyllite rocky shoreline along the inner north
margin of the embayment. There, basal Devonian
strata are thinly bedded to laminated dolostone and
limestone with minor traces of quartz sand (figs.
3D, 7).
Dichotomy of Coastal Lithofacies at Locality 3. Fig-
ure 8 shows a map reconstruction along 0.7 km of
paleoshore that demonstrates contrasting styles in
coastal dynamics on opposite sides of a small is-
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Figure 4. Map of study site south of Tunnel Creek Road at locality 2 (dashed line marks shoreward limit of
dolomitized strata; outcrop; breccia; dolomite; and oncoids;Qp quartzite BBp basal Dp bedded G/Op gastropods
). Inset shows rose diagrams that plot the orientation of stromatoporoids from two levels.Sp spongiomorphs
land. The geographic coordinates for this locality
are lat 175421S and long 1252110E (see fig. 1B
for general location). Overall, the paleoisland en-
compasses approximately 0.35 km2 of territory. As
at locality 2, about 2.5 km to the west, the high
ground at locality 3 is formed by steeply dipping
layers of Paleoproterozoic quartzite. These give the
small paleoisland an elevated surface that rises 38
m above the surrounding Devonian seabed (fig. 8,
inset map). The paleoisland also includes Paleo-
proterozoic phyllite and possible metavolcanic
rocks that form a broad apron of low-lying land to
the south. Details from the northwest portion of
the island are plotted on the larger map in figure
8, and this includes stretches of paleoshore shaped
both by high-relief quartzite as well as low-relief
phyllite. Sedimentary rocks that slope off the
southwest side of the island have an average dip of
almost 30. The other side of the island features an
unconformity with sedimentary rocks that slope in
the opposite direction to the northeast with an av-
erage dip of almost 25. The solid line that connects
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Figure 5. Steeply dipping beds of Paleoproterozoic
quartzite that form uplands on a large paleoisland in the
Mowanbini Archipelago at locality 2 (see index map in
fig. 1B for geographic relationship of locality 2).
Figure 6. Polished slab showing rocky-shore breccia
derived from quartzite sea stacks at locality 2 (see index
map in fig. 1B for geographic relationship).
numbered observation stations on the map follows
close to or directly on the Devonian/Paleoprote-
rozoic unconformity.
Devonian breccia with a thickness of 20 to 30
cm is well developed at the unconformity between
stations 5 and 6 on the south side of the paleoisland
(fig. 8). In volume, the breccia is dominated by
blocky clasts of quartzite with maximum facets 2.3
cm across and rare large fragments of phyllite (fig.
9A). Smaller pieces of tabular-shaped quartzite are
secondary in volume. Granular quartzite clasts
mixed evenly with tabular pieces of phyllite are
also abundant but reduced in volume. Coarse
quartz sand with clasts equidimensional (not tab-
ular) and subrounded in shape are present but mi-
nor. Micaceous phyllite clasts are present in small
quantities. A comparable thickness of a similar
breccia occurs between stations 10 and 11, except
that the volume of coarse to very coarse sub-
rounded quartz sand is greater. It is important to
emphasize that the breccia sits directly on Paleo-
proterozoic phyllite in a sector of the paleoshore
with low relief. As at localities 1 and 2 (fig. 1B),
the red coloration of the binding cement in these
basal breccias is heavily ferruginous. Generally, the
breccia at locality 3 is overlain by a dolomitic grain-
stone that commonly includes laminations with
stringers of medium to fine-grained siliciclastic
sediments derived from local basement rocks.
The transition from a low-relief phyllite shore to
a high-relief quartzite shore occurs between sta-
tions 12 and 13 (fig. 8). The basal Devonian breccia
is covered or absent between stations 12 and 18,
but carbonates within a few meters of the Paleo-
proterozoic quartzite typically incorporate a mix-
ture of coarse to very coarse quartz sand mixed with
some phyllite sand (fig. 3E).
Stations 20–23 on the north side of the paleois-
land are notable for carbonate exposures that lack
any component of derived phyllitic material. The
basal carbonate bed observed at station 23 occurs
within a few centimeters of the quartzite uncon-
formity surface. It features coarse to very coarse
quartz sand with clasts that are equidimensional
and subrounded in shape, but it includes a few gran-
ule-size quartz grains (fig. 9B, arrows). Tabular-
shaped quartz grains occur as a minor component.
The dichotomy between coastal lithofacies on op-
posite sides of the paleoisland is shown by the ab-
sence of phyllitic material on the north side and
transportation of large quartzite clasts away from
sectors along a quartzite shore to sectors within a
phyllite shore on the south coast.
Lagoonal Sediments at Locality 4. Lagoonal sedi-
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Figure 7. Stratigraphic section showing the succession
of units from the inner bay at locality 2 that features
assemblages of low-spired gastropods and oncoids suc-
ceeded by pillar-shaped stromatoporoids.
ments are variable but are dominated by relatively
thin-bedded, flat-lying limestone beds. Although a
complete description is precluded, several discrete
facies are worthy of description here. In general,
relatively coarse debris beds were encountered in
lagoonal facies south of locality 2 in the widening
backreef area east of locality 1, where the reef trend
diverges from the paleoisland. The debris beds are
mostly floatstones with a few rudstones. They con-
tain abraded tabular-domal stromatoporoids, Stach-
yodes (fig. 3F), or Amphipora debris interbedded
with well-bedded fine- to medium-grained intra-
clastic to mud-lump grainstones and laminated car-
bonate mudstones and dolomite.
Coarse debris beds are absent farther to the north-
east in the inner lagoon between paleoislands, as
at locality 4. Facies there are characterized by well-
bedded flat-lying grainstones with abundant oncoid
beds and gastropods (fig. 3G). Amphipora float-
stones occur more rarely. Most grainstones are fine
grained, with ooids, mud lumps, or intraclasts as
the dominant allochems. Minor quartz silt and in-
traclastic facies become more abundant closer to
the paleoislands. Although flat exposures preclude
the measurement of an extended stratigraphic sec-
tion through these facies, repetitive sequences
were observed in several places. At locality 4 (∼360
m west of locality 3; lat 175425S and long
1252047E), a sequence was observed wherein a
basal stromatoporoid biostrome is overlayed by a
very fine-grained intraclastic to mud-lump grain-
stone containing microbial oncoids up to 16 mm
in diameter and capped by a fine-grained oolitic
grainstone with fenestral fabric (fig. 3H). The same
shoaling-up sequence of facies was observed in sev-
eral different places in the lagoon between paleois-
lands. As such, the sequences represent typical car-
bonate shoaling-up cycles, which have been widely
described from Givetian and Frasnian backreef and
carbonate platform facies of the Lennard shelf (e.g.,
Read 1973; Playford et al. 1989; Brownlaw et al.
1996, 1998; Hocking and Playford 2001).
Biological Aspects of Near-Shore Facies
Biofacies at Locality 1. The reef margin in front
of locality 1 contains a typical high-energy Frasnian
reef community consisting of tabular and stachy-
form (e.g., Stachyodes) stromatoporoids bound by
the calcimicrobe Renalcis and abundant synsedi-
mentary cement. Scattered tabular stromatopo-
roids are found on the proximal forereef slope, but
they did not form a rigid framework. The backreef
facies at locality 1 contains very few fossils that
are not obviously abraded debris transported from
the reef margin. The large oncoids in the proximal
backreef environment were nucleated around stro-
matoporoid fragments by microbial biofilms. Such
biofilms also formed the laminites in the more dis-
tal peritidal backreef environment. Smaller, more
distal backreef oncoids formed on siliciclastic de-
bris (fig. 3B). The backreef lagoon to the east ap-
parently contained stands of Stachyodes and Am-
phipora, which were redistributed as debris beds
toward the paleoisland to the north. Branching to
stick-shaped stromatoporoids are abundant in
backreef settings and platform interiors elsewhere
on the Lennard shelf (Playford 1980). However, wa-
ter depths in the backreef zone at locality 1 were
apparently insufficient for the development of such
communities. Very little coarse skeletal debris oc-
curs there within the proximal siliciclastic shore-
face deposits.
Inner and Outer Bay Biofacies at Locality 2. Fossils
are absent in the breccia eroded from skerries, but
scattered debris of Amphipora sticks occurs in dol-
omitized beds that shadow the rocky shoreline at
a distance of 5 m (fig. 4, dashed line). The first fossil
gastropods and pillar-shaped stromatoporoids ap-
pear on pavements between 20 and 30 m offshore
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Figure 8. Map of study site east of Tunnel Creek Road at locality 3 (solid and dashed lines with numbered stations
follow the unconformity around the northwest end of a small paleoisland; outcrop; breccia;Qp quartzite BBp basal
dolomite). Inset map shows the topography of the paleoisland and indicates with a box the territoryDp bedded
covered in the larger map (see index map in fig. 1B for geographic relationship of locality 3).
from the skerries. A small stromatoporoid bioherm
6 m in diameter marks the outer vestige of organic
growth preserved in life position. An oblong bio-
herm that extends for 40 m roughly parallel to the
paleoshore occurs to the north within the shelter
of the embayment (fig. 4). Pillar-shaped stromato-
poroids (sample ) from this structure at-n 1 100
tained a maximum diameter of 25 cm and show a
weak east-west alignment, although some were
overturned. Due to outcrop limitations, the actual
growth direction could be discerned in only one-
half of those stromatoporoids sampled, but there is
a general tendency for growth in a direction away
from the skerries. Stromatopora cf. cooperi is the
most common stromatoporoid in the bioherm, al-
though it is not exclusive.
A dense accumulation of roughly spherical fossils
with a mean diameter of 2 cm (fig. 10A) is situated
outboard from the bioherm but restricted to an ov-
erlying dolomitic layer. Although recrystallized,
the morphology of these fossils suggests a spon-
giomorph or possibly a receptaculid affinity. The
poor preservation points to an original aragonitic
skeleton, the degradation of which obfuscates iden-
tification. On average, ≥10 spongiomorphs occur
evenly dispersed on a plane within any -cm10# 10
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Figure 9. Photographs showing basal Devonian clastics from the unconformity on opposite sides of a small paleo-
island at locality 3 west of the Tunnel Creek Road. A, Angular quartz breccia from station 5 on southwest (exposed)
side of the paleoisland. B, Dolomite layer with scattered quartz clasts of very coarse sand and rare granules (arrows)
from station 23 on the northeast (protected) side of the paleoisland. Pocket knife for scale (9 cm).
Figure 10. Fossil associations from bedding surfaces. A, Spongiomorph clusters. B, Low-spired gastropods. C, Pillar-
shaped stromatoporids, upright colony (bottom) and overturned colony (top). Pocket knife for scale (9 cm).
grid. The “spongiomorph bed” lies immediately ad-
jacent to the stromatoporoid bioherm but does not
extend beyond its 40-m length. Although the stro-
matoporoids and spongiomorphs from adjoining
beds are not strictly coeval in age, the spatial re-
lationship of these dipping units shows that the
spongiomorphs lived in a more outboard position
relative to the paleoshore (fig. 4). By extension of
the Law of Correlation of Facies (or Walther’s Law),
it may be argued that the limited area of the “spon-
giomorph bed” was sheltered by a protective stro-
matoporoid bioherm.
Additional paleoecological features are confined
to the inner part of the bay in close proximity to
the low rocky shore formed by Paleoproterozoic
phyllite. A composite stratigraphic section for the
inner bay totals more than 8 m in thickness and
includes intervals with concentrations of low-
spired gastropods together with oncoids in the mid-
dle of the sequence followed by stromatoporoid
biostromes toward the top (fig. 7). Tables 1–3 give
the results of a census on three consecutive bedding
planes of dolomitized grainstone within a cumu-
lative thickness of 1.5 m. Dense populations of gas-
tropods (about 3.5 cm in diameter on average) and
oncoids (about 2 cm in diameter on average) crowd
pavement surfaces exposed in the middle of the
stratigraphic sequence (fig. 7). In a few cases, on-
coids can be seen to encrust the gastropods. These
shell beds are little disturbed, based on complete
gastropod outlines seen in cross section (fig. 10B).
The gastropods include at least two taxa, one of
which is a species of Euryzone.
Stromatoporoid densities were determined by
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Table 1. Fossil Census 1 from Bedding Plane, Strati-
graphic Unit 6 (Fig. 7)
Fossil group
No.
individuals
Maximum
diameter
(cm)
Mean
diameter
(cm)
Gastropods 19 5.0 3.0
Oncoids 22 3.5 2.5
Oncoids on
gastropods 3 … …
Unknown 14 … …
Note. Sample area based on a randomly sited quadrat 25
.cm# 25 cm
Table 2. Fossil Census 2 from Bedding Plane, Lower Part
of Stratigraphic Unit 7 (Fig. 7)
Fossil group
No.
individuals
Maximum
diameter
(cm)
Mean
diameter
(cm)
Gastropods 22 4.0 2.0
Oncoids 46 2.3 1.3
Oncoids on
gastropods 2 … …
Unknown 17 … …
Note. Sample based on a randomly sited quadrat 25 cm#
.25 cm
census at two levels near the top of the sequence
(fig. 7, unit 12). Pillar-shaped stromatoporoids from
the lower level are 8–11 cm in diameter (15 cm
maximum diameter) with a density of 27 colonies/
m2 and a strong growth orientation to the present
east-northeast (fig. 4, rose diagram a). Stromatop-
oroids from the upper level were found to have a
somewhat higher density of 32 colonies/m2 but are
strongly oriented in much the same direction (fig.
2, rose diagram b). Stromatopora cf. cooperi appears
to be dominant, but other species identified from
this sequence include Clathrocoilona spissa and
Hermatostroma ambiguum. The difference be-
tween stromatoporoids preserved on a bedding
plane in an upright growth position and those that
recline is readily apparent (fig. 10C).
Biofacies at Locality 3. Biogenic debris composed
of Amphipora sticks occurs closely associated with
stations 2, 5, 6, 10, and 16–18 on the southwest
side of the small paleoisland (fig. 8). No traces of
Amphipora were found on the northeast side of the
paleoisland. Within 8 to 10 m outboard from station
23, some Stachyodes debris is evident on the north-
east side of the paleoisland. At a distance 65 m
outboard from station 23, coarse Stachyodes debris
forms a bioclastic grainstone that includes scat-
tered oncoids with a maximum diameter of 1.5 cm.
Some of the oncoids encrust gastropods. Seventy-
five meters outboard from station 23, the coarse
grainstone includes medium-spired gastropods up
to 3 cm in shell length. Murchisonia and Wuxu-
anella (another murchisoniid) are possible generic
assignments for these gastropods. A second transect
parallel to the first but 50 m east of station 23 en-
countered the same set of biofacies.
Biofacies at Locality 4. Farther into the lagoon
between paleoislands (e.g., locality 4), laterally ex-
tensive biostromes of pillar-shaped stromatopo-
roids grew where water depths were adequate, but
microbial communities and gastropods succeeded
the stromatoporoids as water depth decreased, ul-
timately ending in peritidal oolitic facies with low
biodiversity. Grouped in clusters, pillar-shaped
stromatoporoids reach diameters of 15 cm, with
most being !10 cm in diameter. The biostromes are
similar to those closer to shore at locality 2, but
growth was mostly upright in this more offshore
lagoonal setting. Stachyodes and Amphipora com-
munities may have inhabited the lagoon in places
when conditions were favorable, but no such com-
munities were observed in situ. Instead, floatstones
and rudstones composed of Amphipora suggest that
such communities occurred closer to shore.
Interpretation of Hydrographic Evidence
The reef margin that fronts locality 1 represents a
typical high-energy Frasnian reef community dom-
inated by microbes and stromatoporoids (e.g., Play-
ford 1980; Kerans 1985). The debris-rich aspects of
the forereef slope and proximal backreef facies in-
dicate that relatively large swells impacted the reef.
Large oncoids and oolitic grainstones in the back-
reef facies show that sufficient energy was trans-
mitted across the reef to keep those waters agitated.
Likewise, seaward-sloping pebbles in the clast-sup-
ported conglomerate at locality 1 indicate a high-
energy beach environment on the paleoshore di-
rectly behind the reef.
The shallow water of the inner bay at locality 2
attracted large populations of gastropods associated
with abundant oncolites. Oncolites have a long geo-
logical record that extends from Precambrian to
present-day settings observed or interpreted as very
shallow water environments between the low-tide
level and water !2 m deep (Rezak 1957; Rasmussen
et al. 1993). We regard the gastropod-oncoid asso-
ciation from locality 2 as indicative of Benthic As-
semblage zone 1. Nearby biostromal stromatopo-
roids oriented in a growth direction roughly normal
to the phyllite rocky shore at locality 2 are inter-
preted as belonging to Benthic Assemblage zone
2 in slightly deeper water. “Spongiomorph bio-
stromes” occur only in the outer bay, shielded from
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Table 3. Fossil Census 3 from Bedding Plane, Upper Part
of Stratigraphic Unit 7 (Fig. 7)
Fossil group
No.
individuals
Maximum
diameter
(cm)
Mean
diameter
(cm)
Gastropods 28 4.0 3.0
Oncoid 1 3.0 …
Oncoids on
gastropods 3 … …
Unknown 4 … …
Note. Sample based on a randomly sited quadrat 25 cm#
.25 cm
currents on the leeward side of a stromatoporoid
bioherm. The distinctively ferruginous basal De-
vonian breccia occurs exclusively along one margin
of the bay immediately east of the quartzite sea
stacks. Collectively, the evidence for coastal hy-
drodynamics derived from carbonate biofacies, as
well as lithofacies associated with the sea stacks,
points to a persistent longshore current that moved
from the present west to east originating at locality
1, where breakers traversed the reef and impinged
upon the paleoisland. Paleocurrents turned into a
small indentation or embayment on an outer rocky
shore at locality 2 (fig. 4, bold arrows). The lower
degree of rounding of quartzite clasts adjacent to
the skerries, as compared with the shoreface con-
glomerate at locality 1, is consistent with attenu-
ated wave energy impacting the coast across the
shallow lagoonal area south of locality 2.
Similarly, the emplacement of basal Devonian
breccia on the southwest side of the smaller paleo-
island at locality 3 fits an interpretation that on-
shore waves were deflected by the orientation of
the island to stimulate vigorous longshore drift
from the present west to east (fig. 8, bold arrows).
This is supported by the juxtaposition of quartzite-
rich breccia that rests unconformably against Pa-
leoproterozoic phyllite some distance beyond the
nearest outcrops of coastal quartzite. The interpre-
tation is reinforced by the absence of phyllite debris
on the northeast side of the island and the smaller
size of quartz granules incorporated by dolomitic
carbonates against the paleoshore. These factors
imply that the present northeast side of the paleo-
island was more sheltered than the southwest side
with respect to wave activity. In this case, biofacies
are of little help except to suggest that Stachyodes
debris was more prone to accumulate in deeper wa-
ter or more sheltered water, while the smaller size
range of Amphipora debris made it prone to easier
transport in rougher coastal waters.
Finally, coarse debris beds in the lagoonal facies
south of locality 2 are interpreted as storm sedi-
ments transported landward from the reef margin.
They indicate intermittent intervals of higher en-
ergy. The incidence of such deposits decreases
across the lagoon toward locality 4.
Based on the paleogeographic map series by Sco-
tese (2004), the Kimberley District of Western Aus-
tralia was close to 30 south of the paleoequator
and was influenced by atmospheric high-pressure
cells during Late Devonian time. Prevailing trade
winds were unlikely to have affected the south-
westerly facing paleoshores of the Mowanbini Ar-
chipelago at those latitudes. A more plausible sce-
nario entails stiff onshore winds that resulted from
the daily heating of the adjacent granite landmass
on the Kimberley Block. Moderate onshore winds
that grew in strength through the late morning and
afternoon pushed wind-driven waves directly
shoreward. Water that moved through or over the
barrier reef stimulated localized patterns of circu-
lation, including longshore currents controlled by
the shape of the lagoon between the reef and the
outer shores of the quartzite islands.
Comparisons with Other Former Archipelagos
Nothing substantial is understood about rates of
erosion on quartzite rocky shores under present-
day conditions. For example, modern quartzite
rocky shores are not included in the tabulation by
Sunamura (1992, p. 264–277) on rates of coastal cliff
recession based on published observations at 200
locations around the world, where a variety of sed-
imentary, igneous, and metamorphic rocks have
been studied. Due to the fusing of silica grains as
a product of metamorphic activity, quartzite is
highly resistant to most forms of chemical, phys-
ical, and biological erosion. What can be gleaned
about the durability of quartzite islands to natural
processes of erosion is best considered through
comparison of known examples from the rock
record.
The Upper Devonian Mowanbini Archipelago of
Western Australia shows some differences and sim-
ilarities compared with other Paleozoic and Me-
sozoic island groups dominated by quartzite geo-
morphology. The massive Baraboo quartzite in
southern Wisconsin and Churchill quartzite in
northern Manitoba form monadnocks of Paleopro-
terozoic origin that developed as archipelagoes in
Cambrian and Ordovician-Silurian times, respec-
tively. The Paleoproterozoic Sioux quartzite from
the tristate district of South Dakota, Iowa, and Min-
nesota also developed as an archipelago during Cre-
taceous time. Erosion of quartzite to form con-
glomerate facies around paleoislands in the Baraboo
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and Churchill regions figured in the reconstruction
of wave attack controlled by prevailing trade winds
and/or storm patterns within 5 to 10 of the pa-
leoequator (Dalziel and Dott 1970; Dott 1974; Nel-
son and Johnson 2002). A rocky-shore fauna is un-
known from the basal Cambrian conglomerates of
Wisconsin. Corals that encrust quartzite clasts oc-
cur in the Upper Ordovician conglomerate of Man-
itoba (Johnson and Baarli 1987), and the orientation
of nautiloid cephalopods in associated facies was
used as evidence for a longshore current (Skinner
and Johnson 1987). The Sioux quartzite islands and
Cretaceous strata that burry them are known only
from subsurface data in contiguous South Dakota,
Iowa, and Minnesota (Shurr 1981). Sufficient in-
formation has been recovered from strata at the
disconformity to provide biostratigraphic control
on the timing and rates of island burial, but no
information is available on possible variations in
the sedimentology and paleontology of rocky-shore
facies.
With a collective island area of about 85 km2
spread over a district of 175 km2, the Upper De-
vonian Mowanbini Archipelago of Western Austra-
lia is intermediate in size between the Baraboo
Archipelago of Wisconsin (110 km2 in islands dis-
tributed over 230 km2) and the Jens Munk Archi-
pelago of Manitoba (45 km2 in islands distributed
over 160 km2) as now exhumed. Owing to the var-
ied composition of Paleoproterozoic rocks in the
Oscar Range, however, the islands of the Mowan-
bini Archipelago express a more irregular land-
scape, with paleovalleys and related embayments
eroded from weak phyllite layers interbedded
among competent layers of quartzite. Paleorelief in
the Mowanbini Archipelago is more abrupt and re-
tains higher elevations than found in the quartzite
monadnocks of Wisconsin (about 85 m maximum
paleorelief) and Manitoba (45 m maximum pal-
eorelief). The contact rocks at unconformities
around these Cambrian and Ordovician-Silurian is-
lands, however, are much better preserved.
At our localities, many of the rocks adjacent to
the basement underwent some degree of dolomit-
ization and or leaching, probably owing to chan-
neling of basinal fluids against the impermeable
metamorphic rocks. Kerans (1985) suggested that
most dolomitization in the Lennard shelf carbon-
ates was mesogenetic and resulted from interaction
with basinal fluids. The high Fe content of the dol-
omites (some tending toward ankerite) is consistent
with formation from such basin-derived fluids. Al-
though peritidal facies occur in the lagoon, there is
no evidence of evaporite facies. That and the com-
mon localization of dolostone near the unconfor-
mity surface suggests that dolomitization was sec-
ondary (mesogenetic) in our study area. Weathering
regime also may have played a role in differential
preservation. Whereas the North American exam-
ples were exhumed under temperate to subarctic
climates, the Kimberley District of Western Aus-
tralia is subject to an extreme monsoonal climate
that promotes karstification of associated carbon-
ate deposits. Previous histories of Carboniferous
and Permian karstification on the Devonian Great
Barrier Reef also probably played a role in the re-
moval of contact rocks (Playford 2002).
Comparison of the Australian Mowanbini Ar-
chipelago with the buried Sioux Ridge and related
Cretaceous islands of South Dakota and adjoining
parts of Iowa and Minnesota is more informative
concerning conditions of sea level change under
which coastal erosion probably occurred. Covering
approximately 26,000 km2, the subsurface Sioux
Ridge is the largest paleomonadnock known to be
composed of quartzite (Dott 1983). Subsurface stud-
ies by Shurr (1981) on the size and profile of the
Sioux Ridge showed that Cretaceous exposure to
marine conditions resulted in the development of
a stepped topography around the monadnock. The
maximum extent of vertical topographic relief on
the monadnock during Cretaceous times was on
the order of 120 to 180 m, but two distinct levels
of platform erosion are preserved on the flanks of
the monadnock. Cretaceous sea cliffs that mark the
termination of these two platforms rise relatively
steeply, with a vertical relief of about 60 m each.
Shurr (1981) demonstrated that quartzite sea cliffs
around the Sioux Ridge retreated more rapidly dur-
ing intervals of slowly rising sea level when the
Greenhorn and Niobrara formations occupied
wave-cut platforms. Sea-cliff erosion was retarded
during intervals of rapidly rising sea level when the
Graneros Shale and Carlile Shale accumulated as
distal deposits.
In contrast, the exposed Mowanbini Archipelago
records only a single episode of platform develop-
ment when the Upper Devonian Pillara Limestone
occupied extensive lagoons during Late Frasnian
time. Playford et al. (1989) suggested largely con-
tinuous transgression in the Lennard Shelf se-
quence through the Givetian-Frasnian Pillara cycle
with a major backstepping platform-drowning
event in Late Fransian time. That was followed by
a more regressive Famennian Nullara cycle,
wherein platforms prograded basinward. Ward
(1999) and George et al. (2002) suggested that the
progradational phase began in latest Frasnian time.
This is consistent with data compiled by Talent and
Yolkin (1987) for a Devonian sea level drop in the
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Canning Basin toward the close of Frasnian time
and a renewed rise in sea level called the Westwood
transgression in Early Famennian time. The trans-
gression, which corresponds to similar peaks in sea
level in Siberia, Europe, and North America, ap-
pears to have been eustatic in nature. Thus, long-
term eustatic sea level rise combined with active
subsidence may have entailed the kind of rapid
transgression that drowned the Mowanbini Archi-
pelago and led to its subsequent burial and pres-
ervation with no evidence of platform erosion at
higher elevations. If not fully buried at the close of
the Devonian Period, the subsequent rise in sea
level during Tournaisian time at the start of the
Carboniferous Period (Davydov et al. 2004) com-
pleted or added to its burial.
Quartzite rocky shores are subject to erosion, as
shown by the ample quartzite conglomerate beds
that encircle the Cambrian Baraboo and Ordovi-
cian-Silurian Jens Munk archipelagos of Wisconsin
and Manitoba (Dott 1974; Johnson and Baarli 1987).
Relatively rapid rises in sea level, as known to have
occurred during the Early Silurian, Late Devonian,
and Late Cretaceous, for example, were likely to
have decoupled platform erosion and promoted the
burial and, thus, preservation of island monad-
nocks.
Conclusions and Prospects for Related Studies
No Devonian fossil encrustations were discovered
attached to quartzite rocky shores or eroded quartz-
ite clasts at our localities, although reef facies lo-
cated across the lagoon from the outer rocky shores
described in this study sit on Paleoproterozoic phyl-
lite near locality 1. This relationship helps to define
the dimensions of a lagoon (fig. 1B) in which per-
sistent longshore currents were generated. The out-
standing quality of the Mowanbini Archipelago is
the retention of nearshore faunas with spatial con-
text to the main Devonian reef track, outer lagoon,
and outer rocky shores. Although Devonian strata
close to the Devonian/Paleoproterozoic unconfor-
mity are typically dolomitized, the extensive pave-
ments on which these faunas are preserved are less
so and bear few ill effects of karstification. The
gastropod, stromatoporoid, and related spongio-
morph faunas described in this study are low in
diversity, but ecologically consistent in terms of
placement with respect to paleoshorelines and pa-
leobathymetry. Contacts between Paleoproterozoic
metamorphic rocks and the clastic detritus derived
from those rocks in Late Devonian time are well
preserved despite limited exposure, and they pro-
vide useful information regarding the local circu-
lation of coastal waters around paleoislands in the
Mowanbini Archipelago. The circulation model
based partly on the unusual breccia derived from
sea stacks along the outer shores of a large paleo-
island is consistent with the distribution of clastic
deposits associated with longshore drift along the
paleoshore of a smaller island 2.5 km to the east.
Future studies of the Mowanbini Archipelago of-
fer a rich potential for research regarding aspects of
Devonian physical geography and local biogeogra-
phy. Reconnaissance data suggest that large-scale
paleoecological mapping of Upper Devonian faunas
preserved on bedding planes widely developed and
strategically distributed across lagoons and be-
tween adjoining paleoislands in both exposed and
sheltered settings will yield a multifaceted and un-
paralleled portrait of marine biofacies dispersal in
an ancient, tropical island group. Additional op-
portunities exist for pursuit of island geomorphol-
ogy through detailed mapping of the relationship
between uplands and paleovalleys in the develop-
ment of sheltered embayments.
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